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1. Introduction



One of Metal's key advancements is the addition of a fourth subchain called Proton (A 

Chain) which offers a more optimized layer for payments and decentralized finance.



Proton is based on the cutting-edge EOSIO protocol and incorporates WebAssembly 

(WASM) to enhance its performance. This makes Metal Blockchain a more scalable and 

resource-efficient platform for facilitating transactions and powering DeFi applications.



Metal Blockchain aims to provide a seamless and user-friendly experience for Web3 

adoption by eliminating the need for external wallet software outside of the browser. 

Metal Blockchain plans to achieve this by incorporating Web Authentication (WebAuthn) 

support for Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM), making it more convenient and secure for 

users to interact with the blockchain using their browsers. 



Our on-chain key recovery protocol (to be developed) will ensure that customers never 

have to worry about losing their private key. Institutions can set secure permissions that 

allow administrators to reset users keys without accessing confidential data, allowing 

recovery through biometric authentication.



This approach promises to deliver a more native and intuitive Web3 experience for 

users of the Metal Blockchain.



Metal Blockchain will uphold the same level of compliance on the blockchain as current 

institutional infrastructures. Incorporating the latest W3C standards on digital identity 

and Swift ISO 20022, Metal's upcoming blockchain-based digital identity system will 

offer flexibility in maintaining records of every identity across all network nodes.

https://www.proton.org/


2. Vision and Mission



3. Metal Blockchain Overview

In the following section, we will delve into the specifics of the Metal Blockchain. We will 
cover the flow and components of a single blockchain, explore the scalability of the 
chain through the subnet architecture, and take a deeper look at the Avalanche 
Consensus Protocols and the decentralized independent governance model that Metal 
Blockchain utilizes.



3.1	Decentralized Network



The Metal Blockchain is fully decentralized. The potential for adversarial attacks such as 
double spends, chain splits, and 51% attacks are mitigated through the use of the 
Avalanche Consensus Protocols, which relies on Validators and Delegators (stakers) to 
uphold the network constitution. The Metal blockchain is permissionless and supportive 
of the FOSS movement. Our open-source documentation can be found on GitHub here. 



3.2	Layer Zero Blockchain



Metal Blockchain is a high performant layer zero blockchain, but what does that mean 
exactly? 



A layer zero blockchain is the underlying infrastructure of a blockchain network, 
comprising protocols, connections, hardware, validators, and other components that 
make up the backbone of the blockchain ecosystem. This layer provides the necessary 
services and infrastructure to support the operation of the blockchain, and it plays a 
crucial role in enabling the platform to achieve its high scalability, security, and 
decentralization.



Layer 1 blockchains, like Bitcoin, Ethereum, Proton, and others, enable decentralized 
applications (DApps) and tokens such as Uniswap, Aave, and Axis Infinity to be built on 
top of them. 



Layer 0 blockchains, on the other hand, allow Dapps, tokens and in addition allow entire 
blockchains to be built on top of them, enabling better cross-chain interoperability 
thanks to their common underlying layer.



Think of it this way: DApps are like the buildings that everyone visits, Layer 1 
blockchains are the plots of land on which they are built, and Layer 0 blockchains are 
the road networks that connect each land parcel to the next. In other words, Layer 0 
blockchains provide the infrastructure and services that are needed to support the 
operation of a blockchain ecosystem.

https://github.com/metalblockchain




























3.8.2	Validators



Validators are the heart of the Metal Blockchain ecosystem. Validators are independent 

organizations that run the open-source MetalGo software to create new blocks/vertices, and 

process transactions. To achieve consensus, validators repeatedly sample each other. The 

probability that a given validator is sampled is proportional to its stake.


The primary job of a validator is to allocate computational resources to validate transactions. 

However, they can also play additional roles in the ecosystem. They can for example serve as 

local resources to developers and users in their respective communities or offer additional 

services.



3.8.3	Validator requirements



To participate as a validator on the Metal Blockchain, a minimum stake of 2,000 METAL is 

required, with a staking duration ranging from 14 days to a maximum of 1 year (365 days).



To ensure network decentralization, each validator has a maximum weight that includes their 

stake as well as the stake delegated to them. The maximum weight is determined as the lower 

value between 3 million METAL tokens or 5 times the amount staked by the validator.



This weight limitation prevents validators from creating multiple rogue nodes that could act as 

delegators and potentially defraud the system through a Sybil attack. For instance, if a user 

stakes 2,000 METAL to become a validator, they can only be delegated up to 8,000 METAL.



Validators are required to maintain a minimum of 80% uptime during the staking period to be 

eligible for staking rewards. A validator’s uptime directly affects the rewards for both the 

validator and the delegators. If a validator fails to maintain at least 80% uptime during the 

staking period, neither the validator nor the delegators will receive rewards. Uptime refers to the 

percentage of time that a validator's node is operational and actively participating in the 

network.



In addition to collecting rewards, validators can set their own delegation fee that they charge to 

delegators for their services. The minimum fee allowed is 2%.



These measures ensure that the Metal Blockchain remains secure, decentralized, and 

incentivizes validators to maintain high uptime and provide reliable services to the network.


Learn how to become a validator here.

https://docs.metalblockchain.org/nodes/build/set-up-node-with-installer


3.8.4	Delegators



Delegators on the Metal Blockchain are individuals who prefer to stake their METAL tokens while 

maintaining a relatively passive role. They trust an existing validator node by delegating their 

staked tokens to them. 



In return for their support, delegators are rewarded with incentives for their participation in 

securing the network. This allows users to actively contribute to the ecosystem while entrusting 

the operational responsibilities to trusted validators, making it a convenient option for those who 

wish to participate in staking without actively managing their own validator node.



3.8.5	Delegator Requirements



To become a delegator in the Metal Blockchain, a user must stake a minimum of 25 METAL 

tokens. Just like validators, these staked tokens must be locked for a minimum of 2 weeks and a 

maximum of 1 year, ensuring commitment and participation in the network.



It's important to note that delegating METAL tokens does not put them at risk, as validators 

cannot spend the staked METAL tokens. At the end of the locking period, the user will receive 

their original staked amount along with staking rewards.



It's crucial to carefully choose a validator in the Metal Blockchain ecosystem, as their uptime 

directly affects the rewards for both the validator and the delegators. If a validator fails to 

maintain at least 80% uptime during the staking period, neither the validator nor the delegators 

will receive rewards.



Uptime refers to the percentage of time that a validator's node is operational and actively 

participating in the network.



Rewards earned by validators are distributed back to delegators proportionally based on the 

number of staked tokens. 



Validators may charge a delegation fee to cover the increased effort they put into managing 

delegations. This delegation fee can be set by validators, with a minimum fee of 2%. The 

delegation fee is an essential mechanism to incentivize and compensate validators for their 

services while ensuring fair participation and rewards for delegators in the Metal Blockchain 

ecosystem.



Learn how to delegate here.

https://metalblockchain.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/9594980408983-How-can-I-stake-as-a-delegator-in-the-Metal-Wallet-


4. METAL Token 







5. More information and resources

Metal Blockchain Website: https://metalblockchain.org  


Metal Blockchain Blog: https://metalblockchain.org/blog


Metal Blockchain Whitepaper: 


Metal Wallet: https://wallet.metalblockchain.org/


Webauth Wallet: https://webauth.com/


Metal Blockchain Github: https://github.com/metalblockchain/


Metal Blockchain Docs: https://docs.metalblockchain.org/

Token Trackers & Block Explorers

Coinmarketcap: https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/metal-blockchain/


Coingecko: https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/metal-blockchain


Block Explorer: https://explorer.metalblockchain.org


Block Explorer C-Chain: https://metalscan.io

Social Media

Twitter: https://twitter.com/metalblockchain


Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/protonxpr/


Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/r/MetalBlockchain/


Telegram: https://t.me/MetalBlockchain


Discord: https://discord.gg/B2QDmgf
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